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Description 

Siteimprove has created a collection of short informational videos on various topics called the 

"Breakthrough Series". They consist of a subject matter expert speaking about a topic in front of 

the camera from their home office or the Toronto office.   

The video opens to show Layla sitting in her home office, speaking on camera for the entire 

length of the video.   

Layla has brown hair and is wearing a brown, short-sleeved shirt. 

Transcript 

Layla Hussein: 

Hi everyone, today I'm going to be talking to you about how accessibility and SEO really work 

hand in hand. 

[Upbeat music plays.  The title slide comes up with the words: Breakthrough. Siteimprove.  Then 

the scene returns to Layla speaking on camera.] 

Many accessibility issues can be resolved by adjusting your on-page text. Thinking of things like 

your headings, your alt tags, your link text, your video transcripts. And I mean, if you've ever 

tried to tackle on page SEO in the past, a lot of this might sound really familiar. 

https://videos.siteimprove.com/en-ca/watch/UhrDdGpHTAF2Aws6EokHTD?


But much like how your headings, your alt tags, your descriptive links and your transcripts really 

help search engines to make sense of your web content, those on page text elements do the 

same thing for assistive technologies like screen readers. 

So, knowing this you can actually tackle your accessibility and SEO efforts at the same time.  

So, keep your keyword strategy top of mind as you remedy any flagged accessibility issues and 

then, as well, as you proactively go back and update your content and remediate accessibility 

issues ongoing. 

Things like, you're missing all tags for example. Just keep your keyword strategy top of mind 

and your high-value SEO keywords top of mind and leverage those as you update your content.  

This is gonna be a really great way to deliver more ROI in your accessibility efforts with virtually 

no extra work. 

That's it for today. Thank you so much for watching and don't forget to check out our other 

videos. 
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